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EDITORIAL
DIVERSITAS in the PSICODOC of Spain

In the knowledge society, publications are central circulation node of scientific knowledge and
visibility that obtains from this one is determining it self return rates. In this sense to enter data
bases that indizan under quality criteria is an achievement to emphasize.

Again we have reason for happiness and confidence in a work that we are making comment our
JOURNAL DIVERSITAS, PERSPECTIVAS EN PSICOLOGÍA was evaluated and accepted in data base:
PSICODOC, of the School of Psychologists of Madrid, Spain, and we will be including in its system
once bearings process will be finished, next months. The PSICODOC is the most important data
base to hispanic psychology speech. This means titles and summaries articles of our magazine will
be now visible for all hispanic speech community. It is a significant triumph in its first year of
magazine existence and it commits us to work, also it raises new challenges and exigencies.

In this number, we want to emphasize two elements. First one, participation and external
contribution in our publication. In this case, with several articles, they are: 1) From University of
Geneva, Switzerland, a text oriented to analysis armed conflict from mass media point of view; 2)
an article of Regional University Integrated do the High Uruguay of Brazil about form as social
representations in a low rent Neighbourhood are constructed on psychologist; 3) case study,
concerning a rapist in series thought, psychologist Javier Urrá, from Fiscalia Court Justice and
Courts Minors from; 4) article of arbitration center and conciliation of Chamber of Commerce of
Bogotá in relation to justice like social construction; and 5) in the scope on health psychology, Lina
Parada of Distrital University, she presents in her work narrative of intervention processes in
infertile pairs.

In second instance, it is important to mention educational investigators works of our faculty. Here
we have, on the one hand, articles in Legal Psychology, Specialization in Legal Psychology products,
it was made in associate with other institutions. They are: work on the application of cognitive
and judicial interview to victim theft and, professionals team who work in action group by freedom
on kidnappings committed by insurgent groups and common delinquency, in Colombia perception.
Finally, works products development that have been fortifying in our faculty; these documents
are: a pair of articles that explore formatives aspects in clinical and health psychology - from
integral formation, Family Psychology, vital cycle and resolution of conflicts and from clinical and
family clinical psychology and family Masters; inter-institutional work Adriana Naranjo presents.
It treis social competition and, finally, in a novel perspective Luis Felipe González professor in
associate with Héndez Norm, they explore relations between literature and psychology.

Once again, DIVERSITAS, in its content, it gives account of its name.

Ma. Constanza Aguilar Bustamante
Editorial Cordinater


